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   Thesaurus-assisted search term selection and query expansion: 
A review of user-centred studies 
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Department of Computer and Information Sciences, University of Strathclyde, 26 Richmond Street, 
Glasgow G1 1XH Scotland, UK 
 
Abstract 
This paper provides a review of the literature related to the application of domain-specific 
thesauri in the search and retrieval process. Focusing on studies which adopt a user-
centred approach, the review presents a survey of the methodologies and results from 
empirical studies undertaken on the use of thesauri as sources of term selection for query 
formulation and expansion during the search process. It summaries the ways in which 
domain-specific thesauri from different disciplines have been used by various types of 
users and how these tools aid users in the selection of search terms. The review consists 
of two main sections covering, firstly studies on thesaurus-aided search term selection and 
secondly those dealing with query expansion using thesauri. Both sections are illustrated 
with case studies that have adopted a user-centred approach. 
 
1.  Introduction 
The selection of search terms for query formulation and expansion is a challenging task 
within the information search and retrieval process. Two general approaches have been 
adopted in studies on search term selection: system-centred and user-centred. The 
system-centred approach is represented by work on algorithms and evaluation based on 
the traditional IR model, a model that fundamentally ignores the users and their 
interaction with the system. In contrast, the user-centred approach focuses on the 
cognitive, interactive, and contextual aspects of IR and considers users, use, situations, 
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context, and interaction with system (1). The user-centred approach has been developed 
to address a range of poorly understood issues relating to behavioural and cognitive 
aspects of the IR process. Spink (2) and Spink and Saracevic (3) have emphasised the 
need for further research into the user-centred approach to search term selection and 
query expansion in order to improve the use of and interaction with IR systems. This 
approach is concerned with the ways in which users of IR systems select their search 
terms for formulating and/or expanding their queries. It also considers factors and 
variables that cognitively and behaviourally affect the user’s decision-making in the 
search term selection process. 
Knowledge structures in general and domain-specific thesauri in particular are potential 
sources of search terms for query formulation and expansion. Several studies have 
evaluated the use of thesauri by different types of users. While all of these studies have 
adopted user-oriented approaches, their treatment of the use of thesauri, types of users 
and methodologies vary. 
The main objective of this review is to provide a survey of the methodological issues and 
main findings of a relatively comprehensive set of user-centred studies on thesaurus-
aided search term selection and query expansion. Two criteria were taken into 
consideration when defining the scope of this review. First, the review focuses on studies 
that have considered thesauri as sources of term selection and query expansion. Second, 
as there are different types of thesauri, only studies which have applied or evaluated 
domain-specific thesauri with standard relationships (hierarchical, equivalence and 
associative) are included in this review. Thus, for example, studies that have evaluated 
the role of automatically constructed thesauri in search term selection and query 
expansion are excluded. 
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This review is structured into two major sections. The first section deals with the use of 
thesauri for search term selection. The second section is concerned with the application 
of thesauri for query expansion purposes to improve search results. A short summary of 
the main issues examined is given for each of these sections while an overall conclusion 
is provided at the end of the review. 
 
2.  Approaches to search term selection  
The selection of search terms for query formulation and expansion within the information 
retrieval process has been studied from a range of perspectives. Spink and Saracevic (3) 
identified two general types of search term selection research, namely the algorithmic and 
human approaches. 
The focus of the algorithmic approach is to develop and evaluate different types of 
algorithms for selecting, weighting and/or ranking search terms in the process of query 
formulation or expansion to improve information retrieval. Examples of research of this 
type include (4-10) as well as much of the research documented in the Text REtrieval 
Conference (TREC) proceedings (11). 
The human approach, in contrast, is concerned with studying and evaluating the ways in 
which users choose terms for formulating, expanding or modifying their queries during 
the search process. It deals with cognitive and behavioural models and issues that affect 
the selection of search terms by users. Research has focused on user-centred variables 
such as those relating to information needs, user intentions, personal characteristics, and 
different user information seeking profiles, and investigates their relationship to term 
selection in the search process. 
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2.1 Sources of search term selection 
A number of sources for search term selection in query formulation and expansion have 
been suggested in the literature. For instance, Fidel (12) analyses search term selection 
based on two types of source: free-text and controlled vocabulary descriptors. 
Efthimiadis (13) categorises sources for term selection in query expansion into two types: 
those based on the relevance feedback process to initial search results and those which 
use some form of knowledge structure. Such structures can be either collection-
dependent (corpus based) or collection-independent such as thesauri and dictionaries. 
Spink and Saracevic (3) identify five sources of search terms in a study investigating 
their effectiveness during mediated online searching. These sources are: the question 
statement, user interaction with intermediary, thesaurus, the human intermediary, and 
term relevance feedback. In these studies and those reviewed in the following sections 
thesauri were recognised as tools suited to the provision of search terms at either the 
query formulation or expansion phases of the information retrieval process. 
 
2.2 Thesaurus-aided search term selection: user studies 
Studies within this area have investigated information searching behaviours, tactics and 
strategies to better understand term selection and the ways in which thesauri are utilised 
by users during this phase of the search process.  
Bates (14) in a discussion on search strategy, defines four categories of search tactics, two 
of which are relevant in the present context; these she labels search formulation tactics 
and term tactics. Search formulation tactics refer to the process of designing or 
redesigning the search formulation and ways of analysing information request and query 
elements. This includes making the search formulation precise, broad or specific. Term 
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tactics relate to the selection and revision of specific terms within the context of search 
formulation. These tactics focus on moving upward, downward, or sideways within a 
hierarchical structural to find broader or narrower terms during the selection of search 
terms. These tactics attempt to capture the complexity of the human search term selection 
process and the sophisticated decision-making effort involved.  
Several studies have investigated search term strategies and the term selection behaviour 
of users from a wide variety of disciplines, backgrounds and environments. Although 
treated differently, thesauri were considered or evaluated as search term sources in all of 
the studies discussed below.  These studies can be categorised according to the user 
population involved: 
• professional searchers only  
• professional searchers and end-users in an mediated environment 
• professional and novice search behaviour compared 
• end-users only 
 
2.2.1 Search term selection behaviour of professional searchers 
While investigating the searching behaviour of professional online searchers is a well-
developed research theme, the major studies concerned with the use of thesauri are due to 
Raya Fidel. In an early investigation Fidel (15) studied the search formulation, 
reformulation, and search term selection behaviour of five experienced searchers. She 
identified two types of information searching behaviours which she named the 
operationalist and conceptualist searching styles. Operatioanlist searchers try to 
formulate a query by identifying the related descriptors for each component of the 
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request. They look for the descriptors and check their categories and locations in the 
hierarchical structure not only to find permitted entry term but also to gain a better 
understanding of the request. In situations where they cannot find a descriptor to 
represent a concept they search using the free-text mode. In contrast, conceptualist 
searchers focus on the structure of the vocabulary for conceptual analysis of the request 
and query formulation. They look for relationships between the facets of the request and 
the structure of the controlled vocabulary. They tend to use free-text terms for the initial 
search formulation in cases where they are confident that there is no controlled way to 
express the concept, or where terms are very specific and well-defined, and very little has 
been written about the subject. Both searching styles represent the term selection styles of 
professional searchers using thesauri and the ways in which they cognitively process 
terms in the request and translate them into queries accepted by the retrieval system. 
In another study Fidel (16) observed the online searching behaviour of eight searchers in 
order to provide a set of rules for search term selection by an intermediary expert system. 
The search keys selected by the searchers and the reasons for choosing these terms were 
examined. Using this evidence a “selection routine” detailing the conditions for the 
selection of search keys from both free-text and controlled vocabularies was developed. 
The selection routine describes different conditions under which searchers try to map a 
search term to a descriptor in the thesaurus or controlled vocabulary, and those which lead 
to a decision to use the term as a free-text key. Mapping to descriptors can be carried out 
through an exact match, a partial match, or the key might be mapped to a broader 
descriptor or to narrower terms. By analysing the patterns of selection routine, Fidel 
illustrated the significance of decisions made during search key selection to the success of 
a search. Her model also showed that a “good” search term is a single-meaning term that 
can be mapped to a descriptor, while a term is “not adequate” if it is a common term 
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and/or cannot be mapped to a descriptor. She refers to the lack of a general typology for 
requests to support the selection of different ways of choosing terms and suggests that 
more investigation should be undertaken on searching behaviour to reveal under which 
conditions each of the term selection options is chosen. The “selection routine” approach 
identifies the problematic points in the search term selection process and provides 
guidelines for research into the searching behaviour of online searchers. 
In a larger investigation of the search term selection process, Fidel (17) studied 47 
professional online searchers performing job-related searches. Two distinct types of 
search keys: words used in free-text searching, and descriptors taken from a controlled 
vocabulary, were compared. In the first part of this study she built on her previous work 
(16) on the validation and expansion of a search term selection routine. She defined 
single-meaning terms, as those which are good for free-text searching, and common terms 
for those which are not. In order to build a formal model of search term selection, 
different conditions of selecting a term were identified. For example, whether a common 
or single-meaning term can or can not be mapped to a descriptor and if it can be mapped, 
is this an exact or partial match. Different strategies for choosing broader, narrower or 
synonymous terms were identified. Searchers who participated in the study were asked to 
provide reasons for the selection of search keys. These reasons were categorised as: 
request-related, database-related and searcher-related. The first dealt with the 
characteristics of the requests, the second was associated with facilities and characteristics 
of the databases used by the searchers (for example, their use of thesauri or other 
features), and the third related to the individual searching behaviours and habits of the 
searchers. These factors influenced the way in which searchers chose free text or 
thesaurus descriptors. For instance, if a request were very specific, the searcher would 
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tend to use free text terms; or, if a database did not have a thesaurus, the searcher would 
be more inclined to enter free text terms.  
In the second part of the study Fidel (12) observed how the 47 professional searchers used 
descriptors and text words as search terms. A number of variables were defined to 
measure the factors affecting the selection of search keys, including: institutional setting, 
subject area, databases used, number of search keys, number of moves, ratio of free-text 
keys to total number of keys, and thesaurus neglect ratio. The results showed that of the 
3,200 search keys selected 50% were descriptors and 50% were free-text terms. In an 
analysis of all the search terms used it was revealed that searchers consulted a thesaurus 
for 75% of the case selections. Characteristics of databases, thesauri and requests were the 
major factors affecting search key selection. One of the main results of this part of the 
study was that searchers used a thesaurus when it was of satisfactory quality and was 
easily available to them. In contrast the non-availability of a thesaurus tended to increase 
the number of search keys and the number of moves in a search, and thus increased the 
effort necessary to perform a search. Fidel also suggested that database designers and 
search-system vendors should encourage the use of thesauri by designing easy-to-use and 
flexible thesauri, particularly as reliable sources of synonyms. 
The third part of Fidel’s study (18) explored the searching styles of the professional 
searchers specifically in relation to their modification of search strategies. She identified 
different moves for increasing and reducing the size of retrieved set and moves to increase 
both recall and precision with regard to the operationalist and conceptualist searching 
models (15). She stated that the association between the number of search keys and the 
total number of moves was a significant pattern in online searching behaviour. It was 
revealed that the searchers who made more moves were likely to use more search keys 
than were searchers making fewer moves. Searchers selected on average around 13 keys 
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per search but the average number of keys varied greatly between searcher, ranging from 
just under three to almost seventy. The results also demonstrated that the average number 
of keys per search is typical for a searcher, and that a person’s searching style will thus 
determine how extensive will be their use of terms. It was found that searchers considered 
recall to be the most important factor when they select search keys and also when they 
modify search strategies. 
 
2.2.2 Search term selection behaviour of professional searchers and end-users in a 
mediated environment 
Studies considered in this section examine the search term selection and interaction 
behaviour of professional searchers and end-users in a mediated retrieval environment.  
In a large-scale empirical investigation to characterise the elements involved in 
information seeking and retrieving, particularly from the cognitive and human decision 
making perspective, Saracevic et.al. (19-21) examined the selection of search terms by 
different searchers for the same questions. User, question, searcher, search, and items 
retrieved were the main variables observed in this study. Forty users, thirty-nine searchers 
and forty questions constituted the experimental environment and different techniques 
including: questionnaires, interviews, transaction logs and videotape were used for data 
collection. This study made a significant effort to explore the different cognitive 
structures involved in the information retrieval interaction process, including: users, 
intermediaries (searchers), information retrieval systems, questions and their interplay. In 
order to analyse and evaluate all variables influencing the search and retrieval process, the 
study defined four sources of search terms:  a) terms derived from an oral statement about 
the problem recorded by the user, but without any reference to the written question; b) 
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terms extracted from the recorded oral statement and the written question submitted by 
the user; c) terms from the written question using only the words in the question as search 
terms without any further elaboration and; d) terms derived from written question plus 
terms from an appropriate thesaurus for elaboration. The results indicated that searches 
based on the user's written question plus the use of a thesaurus were rated as the second 
best searches in terms of recall and precision, outperformed only by the relatively 
intensive approach that used oral and written user statements. The research demonstrated 
that given the same question, different searchers tend to select a few common terms and a 
considerable number of terms that are different. Searches based on different search term 
selection sources produced a significant difference in recall but no significant difference 
in precision. While end-users were involved in the research, this study examined 
primarily the process of search term selection by professional searchers and the ways in 
which they evaluated the search requests and selected terms based on the four term 
sources noted above.  
In another study by Spink and Saracevic (3) investigating the selection and effectiveness 
of search terms. The searches were again performed by professional searchers but end-
users played an active role in selecting search terms during online sessions. The data 
consisted of the interactions of 40 faculty and doctoral students with 4 professional 
searchers, searching 40 questions provided by the participants. Interviews, questionnaires, 
and transaction logs together with video recording were the main data gathering 
techniques. The variables defined in the study were as follows: user satisfaction ratings, 
search outcome variables (including, number of relevant and non-relevant items retrieved 
and precision measures), search process variables (including, number of cycles and 
moves), and user characteristics such as domain knowledge. They identified and 
classified sources of search terms as follows: 
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Question statements: search terms derived from the user’s written request 
User interaction: search terms suggested by the user prior to and/or during the online 
search, but not included in the user’s question statement 
Thesaurus: search terms derived from a thesaurus associated with the database 
Intermediary: search terms suggested by the search professional prior to and/or during 
the online search 
Term relevance feedback: search terms suggested either by the user or professional 
searcher taken from the retrieved items identified by the user as relevant 
They evaluated the effectiveness of each source and their contribution to the search 
results. Question statements and interaction with the user were responsible for 38% and 
23% of the selected terms respectively, with thesauri contributed an additional 19% of the 
terms. A further 11% of the search terms came from term relevance feedback, while 
professional searchers were responsible for the remaining 9%. In addition to supplying 
the largest proportion of terms question statements were also the most productive in terms 
of retrieving relevant items. User-interaction terms were slightly less effective with 
around 50% resulting in relevant retrieved items. Terms derived from thesauri were less 
effective again, a fact which caused Spink and Saracevic to conclude that thesaurus terms 
prove most effective when combined in search statements with user terms. This finding 
emphasises the significance of interaction between users' terms and the terms taken from 
the thesaurus. Although thesauri were one of the sources of terms used during the search 
process, the interaction between the end-user and thesauri was not examined in this study.  
In addition to the above studies, there are a number of investigations that have explored 
the interaction between users, professional searchers and IR systems in a mediated 
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environment. These studies have considered the process of search term selection in less 
detail, and have not specifically examined thesauri as sources of term selection (22-23). 
 
2.2.3 Search term selection behaviour of professional and novice searchers compared 
To compare the search term selection and information searching behaviour of users with 
different levels of experience, a number of studies have employed professional and novice 
searchers. In an investigation of the behaviours associated with the process of online 
bibliographic searching, Fenichel (24) examined the differences among users searching 
online systems who had different levels of experience. Five groups of searchers with 
different levels of online searching experience performed searches using ONTAP, a 
subset of the ERIC database. The main variables studied included: environmental, 
searcher, search process, and search outcome factors. Variables associated with the search 
process were: the number of commands used, free-text and thesaurus terms chosen, sets 
viewed, cycles, search modifications, and connect time. The results showed that all five 
groups used more thesaurus terms than free-text terms. The most experienced group used 
a significantly higher proportion of descriptors taken from the thesaurus than did the other 
groups. In addition searchers with ERIC experience used significantly more thesaurus 
terms than subjects without such experience. The study showed that having experience of 
databases equipped with thesauri affects the ways in which searcher select terms. 
However, the finding that novice searchers also make use of thesauri indicates the 
importance of recognising that thesauri can be useful sources of search terms for users 
with varying levels of experience. 
Hsieh-Yee (25) investigated the effects of subject knowledge and search experience on 
novice and experienced searchers’ use of search tactics in online searches. Using 
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transaction logs, on-site observation and think aloud techniques, she studied the online 
searching process of 33 professional searchers and 30 novice searchers. Based on 
previous search tactics, she defined a number of variables related to search term selection, 
such as use of searcher's own terms, searcher’s reliance on the thesaurus structure, off-line 
term selection efforts, online usage of search terms, inclusion of similar concepts and 
synonyms, and the searcher's combination of terms. To evaluate the effect of subject 
knowledge the study defined two familiar and two unfamiliar questions for both novice 
and professional searchers to consider. The results showed that when searching a topic of 
which searchers had some knowledge, experienced searchers included more synonyms 
and tried more combinations of search terms than did novice searchers. Experienced 
searchers looked to the thesaurus for term suggestion and tended to formulate a more 
comprehensive search, while novice searchers tended to rely on their own terms. Novice 
searchers consulted the thesaurus much less frequently than did experienced searchers. 
While the use of thesauri as a term selection tactic was considered in this study, the 
interaction of searchers with the thesaurus interface was not examined. 
In a study of differences in search term selection between the most and the least 
consistent searchers, Iivonen (26) evaluated the inconsistencies among 32 subjects, 24 
experienced searchers and 8 undergraduate students of information studies. The sibjects 
were given the option of using both descriptors from a thesaurus and free-text terms to 
perform specified search tasks. Three factors relating to the terminological style of the 
searchers were identified: the number of search terms per search request, the number of 
search terms per search concept, and the proportion of descriptors among search terms. 
The results suggested that as the number of search terms increases the term consistency is 
adversely affected. However, increasing the proportion of descriptors will lead to 
improved term consistency. Those searchers who chose only a few search terms per 
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request and per search concept, and attempted to ensure that these terms were controlled 
vocabulary descriptors, achieved higher inter-searcher consistency than the average. 
These results are in line with prior expectations in that by selecting from the controlled 
vocabulary the number of potential search terms is already limited. It was also shown that 
differences in the searchers' experience resulted in the use of different terminological 
styles. 
Based on an empirical study of searchers during the pre-online stage, Iivonen and 
Sonnewald (27) proposed a cognitive model of the search term selection process. Once 
again their study population was made up of 24 professional searchers, who had 
backgrounds in special, university and public libraries, together with 8 students. Each 
searcher was presented with 12 requests to formulate query statements prior to the search 
process. Searchers used a Finnish database to select descriptors but also had the option to 
incorporate free-text terms in formulating their queries. The results of the study revealed 
six different sources of term selection, referred to by the researchers as six “discourses”. 
By discourse they meant a specific way of thinking and talking about a certain topic 
within a community. These six discourses, which constituted the elements of their 
proposed model, were: controlled vocabularies, documents and domain, indexing 
practice, client’s search request, databases, and the prior search experience of the 
searcher. Documents and domain refer to the titles and abstracts of records, which 
represent the way the topic is discussed within a community of authors and publishers. 
Indexing practice relates to a searcher’s perception of indexing rules and the practices 
adopted by indexers in the use of particular terms and concepts. Database discourse refers 
generally to the content and structure of a database and specifically implies knowledge of 
the subject categories and fields available in a given database. The study revealed that all 
but two of the searchers used controlled vocabularies. Irrespective of the searcher’s 
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background the only discourse which was frequently cited as a source of search terms was 
the controlled vocabulary. This illustrates the strong influence which the discourse of 
controlled vocabularies exerts upon professional searchers. Controlled vocabularies 
provide a mechanism to describe a topic and to aid navigation by showing the 
relationships between topics. The results of this study illustrated the multidimensionality 
and complexity of the search term selection process and provided insights into the ways 
in which searchers navigate different discourses. The study suggested that further 
research was needed to fully identify and validate the characteristics of each discourse 
and to explore those aspects which facilitate the search term selection process. 
 
2.2.4 Search term selection behaviour of end-users searching independently 
While there have been a number of studies on end-user searching behaviour, few studies 
have focused on search term selection.  
Among the studies which consider discipline-oriented search terminology is the work of 
Bates et.al. (28) and Siegfried et.al. (29) which provide insights into the search terms used 
by humanities scholars as end-users. Their research examined the search techniques, 
queries and search terms of twenty-seven scholars searching DIALOG databases. The 
researchers defined three major terminological categories in order to identify the 
vocabulary used by humanities researchers, namely: type of search need, such as works of 
an author or works on a subject; bibliographic features, such as date or form of 
publication; and types of subject, including individuals, geographic locations, date or 
period. While there were cases of using controlled vocabulary descriptors during search 
formulation, the study did not examine how and to what extent the searchers chose such 
descriptors or their impact on search term use. The results of the study showed that the 
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terminology used by humanities researchers was remarkably different from the 
vocabulary used in other fields, as were aspects of the information seeking and online 
searching behaviour. The humanities scholars searched for more named individuals, 
geographical terms, chronological terms and discipline terms. This finding has significant 
implications for developing thesauri and online search aids for the humanities, suggesting 
that thesauri developed for the humanities should incorporate more comprehensive sets of 
geographic and chronological terms as well as proper names. 
Sutcliffe et.al. (30) investigated end-user behaviour by studying the performance of 17 
medical students searching the Medline database. The subjects were categorised as expert 
or novice searchers based on their knowledge of the search system. Search performance, 
query pattern, search strategy, query construction, term use, and system facility usage 
were the variables studied. The study found that more than eighty percent of the expert 
searchers used the thesaurus or term suggestion facilitates to explore concepts. However 
no reference is made as to how the subjects interacted with the thesaurus or what 
difference this made to search term selection. Expert searchers used more terms in their 
queries, constructed more complex queries, performed more iterations and used more 
system facilities. Novices, in contrast, used simple queries and fewer search terms. They 
made less use of system facilities and carried out fewer search iterations. The research 
concluded that although there were behavioural differences between novice and expert 
searchers, no simple correlations between behaviour and performance were found. A 
number of usability problems with the system thesaurus and term suggestion facilities 
were found. Suggestions were made as to how access to alternative terms might be 
enhanced and the effort required to use the thesaurus or other term suggestion facilities 
reduced.  
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Vakkari (31-32) investigated changes in search term usage and tactics among eleven 
students carrying out a research proposal as part of their Master's theses. Using survey 
questionnaires, interviews, the think-aloud technique and transaction logs, he studied the 
search behaviour of students as they performed this task. He examined the number and 
types of search terms and tactics used and their relationship to the students’ prior 
knowledge of their topics. He analysed different types of new terms introduced by the 
students and classified them as broader, narrower, related and synonymous terms. The 
results demonstrated that a growing focus and clearer understanding of the task led 
students to choose narrower and synonymous terms, to discard broader terms from their 
search formulation, and to use simpler search tactics. He suggested that for novices in a 
domain, structured terminological support would not only improve search results by 
encouraging the use of an increased number of narrower terms, but might also support the 
user in deconstructing the topic and interrelating its constituent parts. 
A number of additional studies on end-user behaviour in different environments have 
commented on the specific issue of term selection (33-35). Belkin et. al. (36) have 
reported the use and effectiveness of term suggestion facilities for supporting end-users in 
an interactive and relevance feedback environment. Another line of investigation adopted 
by researches has been the study of search term selection patterns used by children as part 
of their information seeking and retrieval behaviour (37-38). While these studies have not 
evaluated thesauri as sources of term selection as such, their results indicate the need to 
incorporate thesauri and terminological support in the information retrieval interface to 
facilitate query formulation by end-users. 
In addition to the above studies, research examining search term use among end-users of 
World Wide Web search engines has been carried out (39-42). These studies have 
investigated a number of variables related to search terms used by the public, including 
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the number and types of search terms, the number of terms per query, search term subject 
categorisation, search term frequencies and co-occurrences, as well as search strategies 
and tactics. The results reveal that most people use few search terms, view few Web 
pages, and rarely employ advanced search features such as Boolean operators or 
relevance feedback. 
 
2.3 Summary of search term selection research 
Table 1 illustrates key characteristics of the major search term selection studies discussed 
above. 
Research adopting a user-centred approach to search term selection demonstrates the 
complexity and importance of human decision making in the information retrieval 
process. There is a growing interest in carrying out research into cognitive and 
behavioural aspects of the users' search term selection and into the factors and variables 
that affect the process. Searching behaviour and the search process have been studied to 
explore issues associated with different types of user-system interaction and to discover 
how variables such as the user's initial request, search experience, environment, and 
domain knowledge affect the term selection process. 
Since the search process in general and search term selection in particular involve a range 
of cognitive and behavioural characteristics, most studies have employed a combination 
of data gathering techniques to provide sufficient qualitative as well as quantitative data. 
The qualitative techniques derive mainly from disciplines within the social sciences, 
human-computer interaction and psychology. Data gathering tools utilised in these studies 
have included questionnaires (pre-search, during-the-search and post-search), interviews 
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(both audio and video taped), the think aloud technique, transaction logging, and 
observation.  
Most of the studies reviewed above have considered in varying degrees of detail the role 
and influence of thesauri as one source for term selection. While some regarded thesauri 
as marginal or peripheral tools, others considered them to be substantial sources of terms 
which users can take advantage of during their online searching. 
Format and presentation of thesauri appear to affect their use. Most of the thesauri used 
by searchers and users in the studies noted were in printed format and were thus 
considered to be external sources. Even in those studies where thesauri were available in 
electronic format, no specific attempt was made to examine and evaluate the user-
thesaurus interaction as a part of the term selection process.  
Most of the studies reviewed focus on the term selection behaviour of professional 
searchers. Those studies specifically dealing with end-users give little attention to the role 
of thesauri as aids to search term selection. Rather their results are limited to suggestions 
on methods to facilitate the use of thesauri by end-users during the online search process. 
For instance Fenichel (24) suggests the need for facilities such as hierarchical display of 
descriptors or "exploding" options to include all narrower terms of a descriptor. Hsieh-
Yee (25) proposed that front-end software could incorporate features that would 
encourage searchers to survey possible search terms, such as prompting the user as to 
whether synonyms should be included as search terms. Vakkari (31) points to the need for 
system-provided synonyms and narrower terms as a means of facilitating search term 
selection and query reformulation. 
As the number of electronic thesauri attached to information retrieval systems has grown 
several interface features and facilities have been developed to aid users in the selection 
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of search terms. However, almost no research has been carried out into how end-users 
interact with these types of interfaces or into the ways in which these integrated thesauri 
affect search term selection. 
Research is required to shed light on the search term selection behaviour of various end-
user communities who make use of IR systems that provide thesaurus and other 
terminological support for improving search performance. The interaction between end-
users and thesauri and the ways in which thesauri affect their search term selection is an 
area clearly in need of research. This research should not only address thesauri as term 
sources but also evaluate the impact of different types of user interface used to provide 
thesaurus-aided search facilities.  
 
3.  Query expansion 
Query expansion is defined as a stage of the information retrieval process during which a 
user’s initial query statement is enhanced by additional search terms in order to improve 
retrieval performance. As studies addressed specific stages of the search process the  
application of thesauri in this expansion and reformulation became an area of increasing 
interest. Query expansion is rationalised by the fact that initial query formulation does not 
always reflect the exact information need and request of the user, therefore, the query may 
often be enhanced by the addition of search terms in a manner that results in improved 
information retrieval. 
Three types of query expansion are discussed in the literature, namely: manual, automatic 
and interactive (also known as semi-automatic, user-mediated or user-assisted). These 
approaches use different sources of search terms and a variety of expansion techniques 
(13). Beaulieu and Robertson (43) have argued that the distinction between manual and 
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interactive methods of query formulation is problematic, since both involve human 
intervention. The difference is that the manual approach does not include any consultation 
of the collection, while in the interactive approach the query is modified through a 
feedback process. In both cases, however, assistance can be sought from other sources, 
including a dictionary or thesaurus.  
Spink (2) has commented that extensive research has been carried out on automatic and 
semi-automatic query expansion techniques. Automatic query expansion techniques 
exploit the text of a user’s question and/or retrieved documents found to be relevant by 
the user, as input for techniques to derive a set of search terms to retrieve additional 
relevant documents. In interactive query expansion users are responsible for selecting 
from candidate search terms suggested by the retrieval system. Several studies have been 
conducted on interactive query expansion to evaluate the ranking algorithms based on 
users' relevance judgement of candidate search terms (44, 8), to study user interaction 
through graphical user interfaces (45-46), and to investigate the simulated users' term 
selection within the context of interactive query expansion (47,10). 
The human approach to query expansion research, “investigates the user’s representation 
of their question and whatever tools e.g. thesaurus or experiences they use to extract or 
modify a set of search terms during query expansion” (2). This approach stresses the 
importance of decision-making as well as behavioural and cognitive characteristics of 
users in reformulating and expanding their search statements. 
 
3.1 Query expansion using thesauri 
Several studies have reported the construction and use of different types of thesauri as 
aids to the query expansion process. In general thesauri within information retrieval 
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systems can be categorised as belonging to one of three main types: standard manually 
constructed thesauri, searching thesauri, and automatically constructed thesauri. 
Standard thesauri with hierarchical, equivalence and associative relationships have been 
widely used for search term selection and query expansion purposes. Much of the 
research in this area has focused on comparing the performance and effectiveness of 
controlled vocabularies versus free text terms in information retrieval (48-54). These 
types of thesauri have also been incorporated as knowledge bases or interface 
components in several prototype expert and intelligent systems to assist users in the 
process of search terms selection and query expansion (13).  
Searching thesauri, also referred to as end-user thesauri, are defined as a category of 
thesauri enhanced with a large number of entry terms that are synonyms, quasi-synonyms 
or term variants which assist end-users to find alternative terms to add to their search 
queries (49, 55-57). A number of searching thesauri have been designed and developed 
(58-59) and have been evaluated in query expansion research (60-62).  
The design and testing of several types of automatically constructed thesauri has also 
been extensively reported in the literature. A number of researchers have constructed co-
occurrence based thesauri to evaluate the performance of thesaurus-based query 
expansion (63-64). Using a laboratory environment and the TREC test collections, these 
studies resulted in a slight improvement in retrieval performance. General-purpose 
thesauri such as WordNet have also been evaluated in the query expansion process but 
have demonstrated little difference in retrieval effectiveness (65). Thesauri constructed 
automatically using a linguistic approach have also demonstrated a marginal 
improvement in retrieval performance (66). Combining different types of thesauri for 
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query expansion has shown better retrieval results than using only one type of thesaurus 
(67). 
Automatically constructed thesauri have also been evaluated in user-oriented 
environments (68-70). In addition some researchers have found that the integration of 
automatically and manually constructed thesauri has a positive effect on the query 
expansion process (71-74).  
The research reviewed in the following section focuses on those studies that have 
investigated thesaurus-based query expansion using standard domain-specific thesauri in 
a user-oriented environment. 
 
3.2 Thesaurus-aided query expansion: user-centred studies 
Research on user-assisted query expansion using domain-specific thesauri can be divided 
into three categories depending on the extent to which users are involved in the search 
and retrieval process: 
• users involved only in providing requests and relevance judgements; 
• user involvement mediated by professional searchers; 
• users operating in an interactive environment. 
The following sections review studies conducted in each of these categories. 
3.2.1 Users involved only in providing requests and relevance judgements 
In the studies reported in this section users were not involved in the actual search process, 
which was typically performed by a professional searcher, who also carried out any 
thesaurus-aided query expansion. Kristensen and Jarvelin (60) studied the effectiveness of 
a small searching thesaurus, with 328 terms, on recall and precision in a full-text 
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database. The test environment was an operational database with around 34,000 
newspaper articles relating to economic issues and the queries were elicited from five 
journalists. The researchers performed the searches while relevance judgements were 
undertaken by the journalists. Each query was searched in three distinct modes: basic 
search, synonym search, and related term search. The basic search included only the 
journalists’ initial query statements. Expanding original queries with synonyms using a 
searching thesaurus significantly increased the number of new relevant records. Query 
expansion using related terms also increased the recall rate but led to a marked decline in 
precision. Thus related terms can be used as query expansion terms if high recall is 
required. They concluded that a searching thesaurus could improve results in free-text 
searching of a full-text database. 
Following this study, Kristensen (62) investigated the effects of the searching thesaurus 
on recall and precision in a full-text database using an expanded set of five distinct search 
modes: basic search, synonym search, narrower term search, related term search, and 
union of all these searches. In this study, an operational database of 227,000 newspaper 
articles, a test thesaurus of 1573 terms, and 30 queries elicited from journalists constituted 
the test environment. The researcher carried out all modes of search, with relevance 
judgement again being supplied by the journalists. The study concluded that the effect of 
a search-aid thesaurus was substantial and improved retrieval with twice as many relevant 
documents being found using the union search as compared to the basic search, with only 
a 10% decrease in precision. Each of the three expanded search modes retrieved several 
unique articles but it was found that the expansions using synonyms and related terms 
performed better in terms of relevance than those using the narrower terms. The findings 
showed that a searching thesaurus was clearly a recall-enhancing tool and the author 
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suggests that the active involvement of end-users in the term selection process could 
enhance the levels of precision.  
 
3.2.2 User involvement mediated by professional searchers 
To evaluate thesaurus-aided query expansion in a more user-oriented setting, some 
researchers have studied the selection of search terms for query expansion by users in 
mediated search environments. Spink (2) for instance examined the selection and 
effectiveness of search term sources while observing used-based query expansion to 
provide guidelines for IR system enhancement. The users' written question statements and 
pre-online interviews as well as the search logs created during online interaction between 
40 users and professional searchers were collected. The study identified five different 
sources of term selection for query expansion: user question statement, user interaction 
(suggested by user during interaction with intermediary or online search), intermediary, 
thesaurus, and term relevance feedback (TRF) based on terms extracted by users after 
examination of retrieved documents. Spink also evaluated the effectiveness of these 
sources in retrieving relevant items with a special focus on term relevance feedback. The 
thesaurus was rated as the third most effective source of search term after the user’s 
question statement and user interaction with the intermediary. The results showed that the 
TRF search terms were more effective in retrieving relevant items than search terms 
suggested by the professional searchers or those selected from the thesaurus. TRF terms 
that proved effective in retrieving relevant records were largely selected from the title and 
descriptor fields of the records viewed. This finding suggests that descriptors, which will 
normally be terms in the thesaurus, contributed significantly to the retrieval of relevant 
records. Thus, due to the fact that end-users did not have any direct interaction with the 
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thesaurus as a main source of term selection, the value of thesaurus-based terms may have 
been underestimated. The study concluded that users’ written question statements, terms 
derived during the interaction between users and professional searchers, and terms 
selected from the title and descriptor fields of the retrieved records were the most 
effective sources of search terms for query expansion. 
Greenberg (75-76) investigated the effectiveness of different thesaural relationships for 
automatic and interactive query expansion in an operational environment. She aimed to 
explore how end-user search terms can be mapped to a thesaurus and if there are 
additional thesaurus terms representing some type of semantic relationship to investigate 
which are good candidate terms for interactive and automatic query expansion. The test 
environment consisted of the Proquest controlled vocabulary, ABI/Inform (a business 
periodical database), and forty-two queries obtained from business administration 
students. The study collected data from user profile questionnaires, relevance judgements, 
and a post-evaluation questionnaire. In evaluating automatic query expansion using 
thesauri, different query treatments were reported in the study. These ‘treatments’ differed 
in terms of the sources used to expand the query. They included the participants' initial 
search statement and five treatments involving the thesaurus: mapped terms, narrower, 
broader, related, and synonymous terms. In the interactive query expansion process, the 
participants were presented with lists of thesaurus terms related to their initial queries and 
were asked to select search terms that they thought would have been useful. In both the 
automatic and interactive cases the researcher developed the search strategy and 
performed all the searches while end-users were mainly responsible for providing real 
information requests together with relevance judgement. The findings suggested that 
synonyms and narrower terms yielded more precise results and are good candidates for 
automatic query expansion because they increase recall with a minimum loss in precision. 
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All semantic relationships increase recall if applied in automatic query expansion. If 
precision is required, narrower terms can be good candidates for interactive query 
expansion. Related terms can be better candidate terms for interactive query expansion 
than for automatic query expansion. The results also demonstrated that end-users can 
have a significant impact on the precision of the results when selecting terms via 
interactive query expansion. This study indicated that semantic relationships in standard 
thesauri can have an impact on retrieval performance and can be used as a source for 
query expansion.  
 
3.2.3 Users operating in an interactive environment 
The research reviewed in the previous two sections covers studies with only partial user 
involvement in thesaurus-aided search term selection for query expansion. There are few 
studies that have investigated such selection behaviour by end-users in an interactive 
environment. Jones et.al. (77) for instance investigated user interaction behaviour with a 
thesaurus as a source of query expansion terms to identify strong patterns for possible 
rule- or weight-based systems for term expansion and to compare the effectiveness of 
queries enhanced by thesaurus use with that of the original query terms. The INSPEC 
thesaurus, 39 users with real information needs and OKAPI, a ranked output information 
retrieval system, were the experimental environment within which the users' thesaurus 
navigation and term selection behaviour was recorded. The interface was implemented in 
such a way that following the entry of the original query users were shown exact or 
partially matched thesaurus terms and encouraged to browse and select thesaurus terms 
for expansion. The researchers examined the number and types of terms seen and selected 
by users. The analysis showed that the majority of terms retrieved by thesaurus navigation 
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came through the association relationship, perhaps reflecting the fact that INSPEC had 
more associative links than hierarchical ones. The focus of the study was on the 
performance of thesaurus terms in relevant retrieval. A comparison of the results 
generated by original queries with those generated by the selected thesaurus terms was 
made based on the users’ relevance judgements (using only author, title, and journal) and 
showed no significant differences in the retrieval performance. The study also evaluated 
the retrieval performance of hybrid searches, which included both the original and 
controlled terms. The hybrid search retrieved more records than the original search 
although it did not show a marked improvement in overall performance. The researchers 
concluded that thesaurus-based query expansion may increase recall and uncover 
additional relevant documents, but that is will not improve queries which are already 
quite fully specified. It was also suggested that users obtain good results if they have a 
large number of terms from which to select, and that since their choice of terms will differ 
it is infeasible to design a generic automatic expansion procedure. Rather tools should be 
provided to aid the end-user in thesaurus navigation. User feedback also indicated that 
thesaurus navigation was a useful and informative activity. It was also found that depth 
and coverage of the thesaurus and the quality of the user interface were important issues 
in determining the degree of enhancement to the query expansion process. 
Beaulieu (46) reported on experiments conducted to evaluate different interfaces which 
support query expansion, again based on the Okapi search engine. The experiments were 
carried out using an online library catalogue and also the INSPEC database and thesaurus. 
Observation, talk-aloud, online pre-search and post-search questionnaires were used 
together with transaction logs to gather data. Three types of interfaces supporting 
automatic and interactive query expansion were tested by examining user interaction 
behaviour. Thesauri were used in different ways within the interface design, as tools for 
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supporting interactive query expansion. The results showed that both the explicit and 
implicit use of a thesaurus (using interactive or automatic query expansion respectively) 
can be beneficial. It was found that the overall number and specific presentation of 
candidate terms for query expansion was important. For instance the way that thesaurus 
terms and terms extracted from the documents were displayed affected the ultimate set of 
search terms selected by the user. The study also suggested that the different cognitive 
styles adopted by users when seeking information were an important issue in designing 
interfaces that could effectively support query expansion. 
3.3 Summary of thesaurus-aided query expansion research 
Table 2 provides an overview of some key characteristics of the query expansion studies 
discussed above.  This research has focused on the utilisation of domain-specific thesauri 
for query expansion in user-oriented settings. While some studies employed laboratory-
type experiments to examine the retrieval performance of thesaurus-aided query 
expansion, the majority adopted a user-centred approach and analysed the user - thesaurus 
interaction in an operational setting. The results of these studies demonstrate the 
usefulness of thesauri both in terms of providing users with alternative search terms for 
query expansion and in improved retrieval performance. However, these studies focused 
primarily on search outcomes rather than the search process. Interactive query expansion 
research (46) has shown that user interface design can play a major role in encouraging 
the use of thesauri as query expansion term sources. This has implications for the design 
and evaluation of interfaces enhanced with thesauri to support query expansion. 
Efthimiadis (78) has suggested that during query expansion, a thesaurus could be used to 
display the relationships of the selected terms to other terms. This could be achieved, for 
example, by displaying the hierarchical tree to which a term belongs (as in the INSPEC or 
MESH tree displays) or by presenting broader, narrower or related terms on screen for 
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users to browse and make selections from. As end-user searching becomes more 
prevalent, research on user - thesaurus interaction within the context of the information 
searching process is also needed to evaluate the ways in which various end-user 
communities use and interact with thesauri and how this affects their term selection for 
query expansion. Such research must take into account the user’s attitudes, cognitive 
aspects of the search process, and the mechanisms by which the user may select terms, 
issues which are little investigated in the reviewed literature. Research also suggests that 
the coverage and richness of thesauri play a significant role in their contribution to the 
users' term selection for query expansion (77, 79). Given the fact that few domain-specific 
thesauri have been evaluated in terms of their coverage and performance for query 
expansion, research needs to be carried out to evaluate thesaurus-aided query expansion 
in a range of subject domains. 
 
4.  Conclusion 
This review has provided a survey of user-centred studies on search term selection and 
query expansion. In particular the use of domain-specific thesauri as sources of term 
selection has been examined. The studies reviewed were classified according to the type 
of user involved and it was seen that most of the search term selection studies investigated 
the behaviour of professional searchers. This was due to the fact that a number of the 
studies were carried out at a time when mediated online searching was common practice. 
In addition, most information retrieval systems did not have integrated online thesauri and 
so professional searchers were the main users of these tools. Research demonstrated that 
user characteristics, including cognitive and behavioural factors, are important in 
analysing end-user search term selection. 
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Query expansion studies by contrast have been more concerned with the end-user, 
although in most cases end-users were not involved in the actual search process. 
Moreover the focus of thesaurus-based query expansion research has been on retrieval 
performance rather than the search process and its cognitive aspects. The results of these 
studies demonstrated that thesauri have the potential for improving retrieval performance 
and can be used for both automatic and interactive query expansion.  
Two major trends in modern information retrieval justify additional research into 
thesaurus-assisted search term selection and query expansion by end-users. First, end-user 
searching is widely becoming universal owing to the developments associated with the 
Internet and the World Wide Web. To provide better systems, research which explores the 
behaviour and attitudes of different types of end-users who access thesaurus-enhanced 
information retrieval systems is needed. Second, a growing number of commercial 
retrieval systems have recently incorporated thesauri into their search interfaces to 
encourage users to enhance their queries. This development opens avenues for more 
research into the usefulness and usability of these systems and the extent to which they do 
in fact assist end-users in selecting search terms and in expanding queries. Studying end-
users' interaction with online thesauri will extend our knowledge of user behaviour and 
provide guidance for the design and implementation of better systems. 
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Table 1. Major studies which have adopted a user-based approach to thesaurus-
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specific variables reported 
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